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Speaker type

Recommended amplifier 

power

Rated RMS power

Nominal impedance

Frequency range

Sensitivity 1W/1m

Max SPL

Dispersion at 1kHz - 2kHZ - 

4kHz – 8 kHz

Crossover frequency and slope

Bass-mid speaker

Chassis color

Chassis type

Grille material

Removable grille

Fixing type

IP classification

in-wall/in-ceiling, square mounting frame, two way 

hifi

15 to 120 Watts per channel

50W

8 Ohms

50 - 25000Hz

87dB

101dB

180 – 170 – 120 - 80

3000Hz – 12dB/oct

5.5” paper/Kevlar sandwich cone

White

Plastic

Painted steel

Yes

dog-ears

60

Style & Quality

Discover our stylish CMSQ108 in-wall/in-ceiling speaker which combines elegant 
design and perfect natural sound quality. With its square stylish flat and slim edged 
design, this loudspeaker seamlessly fits into every environment. The CMSQ108 has a 
nominal impedance of 8Ω, allowing you to connect up to 2 speakers in parallel on a 
single 4 ohm amplifier channel.

The 5.5” bass-mid speakers with a paper Kevlar sandwich cone guarantee the highest 
possible definition and lowest sound coloration. The 1” silk dome tweeter has a tilt 
function which allows you to adjust the direction of the sound reproduction just the way 
you would like it to be. The CMSQ108 easily outperforms many standard build-in 
speakers, both in sound quality and appearance.

Imagine the experience of our CMSQ108 speakers in a 5.1 surround solution 
combined with your wall mounted flat screen at home. The integration in high-end 
audio chains or cinema surround systems is very easy and allows you to create the 
perfect cinema experience at home.

To integrate the loudspeakers even more inconspicuously, the CMSQ108 can be 
painted in any RAL color as an option (CMPAINT).

The APart in-wall/in-ceiling speakers are also the perfect match for use in a trendy bar, 
atmospheric restaurant, functional meeting room or other industrial applications.be 
sure everyone heard your message loud and clear.   
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Dimensions outside HxW

Mounting depthmm

Total depth

Cutout dimensions HxW

Speaker weight

167 x 167 mm

73 mm

80 mm

145 x 145 mm

1360 g

APART CMSQ108
BUILT-IN SPEAKER

CMS5BBI

 - Backbox for in-wall mounting

-  Dimensions (outside) H x W x D: 221 x 221 x 90 mm
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